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70. *A Darboux, Baire one fixed point theorem*, Real Anal. Exchange, 26 no. 2 (2001)(with Ralph Svetic and Cliff Weil)


80. Two-Dimensional Analogs of First-Return Continuity, Tatra Mountains Mathematical Publications. (with M. J. Evans). (NOTE: This will appear in a special issue dedicated to the memory of Polish mathematician Professor Janina Ewert who died in November 2004.)

81. Linear Approximation of Functions of Two Variables, 21pp, (with M. J. Evans). (submitted for publication)
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3. A Mentored–Teaching Postdoctoral Program in Mathematics, M.A.A. Press (with Clifton Corzatt)

4. The St. Olaf Contract, Programs that Work, M.A.A. Press (with Clifton Corzatt)


